Installation instruction Reflective Striping
Congratulations with your new set of Volvogue Reflective Bumper Striping!
The installation is quite simple, and can be done without any special tools. The brief description
below works for all type 240’s and later 140’s.
Apply to the centre of the rubber/plastic guard on the bumper in the pre-formed gap. The white
stripe should be affixed to the front bumper and the red stripe to the rear one.
Installation Guide Old and New type 240’s (new type 140’s)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Clean the rubber/plastic thoroughly with methylated spirit (spiritus)
Wipe the rubber/plastic completely dry
Remove about 10-15 cm (4-6”) of the backing paper
Apply the end of the stripe starting from the corner and press it firmly
Stripe off the backing paper gradually and affix the stripe at the same time
Be careful not to overstretch the striping!
Make sure the edges are attached tightly

Guide for old type 240’s (new type 140’s) specific
Due to variations in bumper dimensions for the old type, the stripes cannot be produced in standard
sizes and need to be cut to fit.
8. Apply striping starting from the corner to the mid section of the rubber in the rear (see
pictures below)
9. Lift the mid section slightly to guide the striping underneath
10. Remove excess striping in the corners with a sharp knife

General
This item may not be applied in temperatures less than +15°C (60°F). For easy installation, we
recommend to cut the sheet into separate parts. Do not wash your car and bumper stripes the first
week to guarantee a perfect and solid attachment. When stored, do not roll the film but store it flat.
Enjoy this genuine touch for your classic Volvo! The Volvogue team.
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